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5-year guarantee
A five-year guarantee/warranty is granted on selected Geuther products with effect from the date of 
purchase. Your two-year statutory warranty on the quality of our products is extended by an additional 
three-year guarantee provided by Geuther. In the event of manufacturing defects, you should contact the 
stockist where you bought the product in all cases. Natural wear and tear and improper use are excluded 
from our warranties and guarantees.

Soft-Close-System
Soft-close drawers and doors. To increase safety in the nursery, drawers incorporated in our furniture are 
fitted with a soft-close system. The soft-close system prevents doors and drawers from slamming shut and 
automatically controls the final stage of closing.

Tip-On-System
Touch opening. For the first time, our new collection features the handle-free tip-on system. Handle-free front 
panels are playing an ever-greater role in morn furniture design. The mechanical tip-on opening support 
system allows handle-free drawers and pullouts to be effortlessly opened at a touch.
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quality from the heart
With your child in mind

Dear parents,

Geuther has been the symbol of tradition and child safety for more than 100 years. Constant 
quality inspections and functional optimisation mean we are able to offer you contemporary and 
meticulously considered products of the highest order to accompany your child when growing 
up. Our international success is not a matter of chance, but rather has been achieved through 
the active dialogue Geuther practices with its customers. Particularly via the aspirant domains of 
social networks such as Facebook and Twitter, we receive tremendous feedback regarding our 
children’s furniture, which helps us to fine-tune our products to the needs of both our young and older 
customers to an even greater extent. Naturally, we are especially delighted with the many positive 
responses we get every day, which confirm how we are ably fulfilling our task of accompanying your 
child through everyday life in a safe and innovative manner. Geuther continues to maintain a deep 
association with nature and therefore only uses materials that are, needless to say, non-toxic and 
environmentally-friendly. Synonymous with ‘Made in Germany’ brand quality, our products not only 
enthral with their beautiful design and practicality, but also through their intrinsic value.

Best wishes,

www.facebook.com/Geuther4Children

www.twitter.com/Geuther_D

www.pinterest.com/geuther



      What kind of    
   world do we 
  want to leave 
     our children? 

 Environmental conservation          is not just a question of image

The idea of a healthy environment is a question of attitude. And because every individual can do something to 
contribute to it, all our members of staff are obliged, to an exceptional degree, to base their actions in their particu-
lar sphere on considerations of sustainability, in its economic, ecological and social aspects.

The Geuther company has an outstanding sense of responsibility for nature and the environment, and we have the 
certificates to prove it. Our timber suppliers are FSC® certified. All our furniture surfaces conform to DIN 53160 
standards (resistance to saliva and perspiration) and to the European EN 71 standard for the safety of toys. The 
paper we use for advertising purposes has FSC® certification from the manufacturer, and the printing has been 
certified as climatically neutral. In relation to formaldehyde emissions, our products have been placed in the lowest 
E1 class – and you can‘t do better than that! Our cardboard packaging carries the RESY symbol, meaning that it 
can be 100% recycled. In furniture production, massive beech wood from German and European forests is our first 
choice: this natural and endlessly renewable material is strong, reliable, can be used for the most beautiful creations 
– and is completely recyclable! 

Geuther relies on the most morn technology. Dip painting, for example, is a lengthy process, but it has its advan-
tages. First of all, it gives rise to a very even coating; and at the same time it offers health and safety benefits, as it 
does not involve paint spray with its damaging effects on the lungs. CNC milling of the latest generation gets the 
wood into shape with a minimum of material wastage. The resulting waste timber feeds our plant heating system, 
which as a result can dispense with non-renewable combustible materials like coal and oil. 

Whenever possible we optimise our activities, with a view to preserving nature for future generations. This is a 
matter of principle for us, because we want to make our contribution to a world worth living in.
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The Estelle children’s room ensemble combines 

simple elegance with cosy accents, creating 

an ambiance in any infant’s room that is plea-

sing to both parent and child. The large doors, 

equipped with sound dampers, elegantly display 

the high-quality pine used. Estelle keeps toys 

and belongings stored discreetly away behind 

closed doors, or packed elegantly into drawers 

and shelves, leaving the living space free for your 

children to illuminate. 

The pine decor‘s delicate grain contrasts with the 

specially designed taupe handles, which let the 

doors and drawers be smoothly slid open and 

closed with just one hand. These are centred 

with an inlaid white star – creating a magical, 

eye-catching look.

Art. no. 1190
You will find the technical details for this 

nursery on page 18 or at 
www.geuther.de

Estelle
for little stars

new
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The new Mette – another feel-good favourite 

room that wins you over with its natural ap-

pearance and beautifully worked details. The 

modern mix of white MDF panels and beech 

wood decor, as well as the warm colour scheme, 

fill the room with a sense of blissful security and 

dynamism for your little darlings.

Milled handles with delicate rounded edges 

make the Mette doors – each fitted with shock 

dampening absorbers – very easy for both child 

and parent to operate. The extra-wide, three-do-

or cupboard offers ample storage space, and 

the diagonally outward slanting legs lend the 

room a certain panache. Mette animates a 

child’s room with its naturally invigorating design 

– making every child’s tomorrow a new day.

Art. no. 1193
You will find the technical details for this 
nursery on page 18 or at 
www.geuther.de

Mette
 naturally invigorating

new
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Your little ones’ days should always be filled with 

sunshine: our new SOL children’s room is sure to 

make them the happiest child in the world. The 

doors are equipped with dampers and feature a 

sun design – tastefully surrounded by high-quality 

white pine – that positively radiates warmth.

Fitted with soft-close, easy-access recessed dra-

wers, the SOL children‘s room has a dynamic look 

that is both spacious and airy – it truly enhances 

your little one’s daily living experience. SOL is the 

room for happy children who love the sun.

Art.Nr. 1188
You will find the technical details for this 

nursery on page 18 or at 
www.geuther.de

Sunhine hours in 
       gentle white

Solnew
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country charm all in white

In a hectic world, very small children in particular need 

a consistent spot that is full of calm and love. The desire 

for the romance of the countryside, airy freshness and 

natural lightness is a child‘s dream come true with 

Cottage. 

Unusual details such as the beautifully shaped fittings 

add an element of individual design to the room 

without interrupting the classic charm of the nursery.

Art. no. 1178
You will find the technical details for this 
nursery on page 18 or at 
www.geuther.de

Cassini is a romantic nursery that combines classic style 

with timeless modern elements, and so radiates an 

unmistakable charm. 

Charming details create a child‘s environment that is 

full of comfort, naturalness and a certain touch of rural 

idyll – the perfect environment for a carefree childhood.

Art. no. 1183
You will find the technical details for this 
nursery on page 20 or at 
www.geuther.de

Cottage Cassini
playful country charm
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Marlene
Marlene makes any concept look good and fits in well 

with any individual wishes with regard to a nursery’s de-

sign because the refreshing white is discreetly subdued 

to leave lots of scope for an imaginative selection of co-

lourful textiles and accessories. The changing unit’s three 

generous drawers come up trumps with welcome stora-

ge, as does the integrated shelf in the wardrobe. Func-

tional, practical and also a feast for the eyes – the ver-

satile colour combiner Marlene has it all! Like all Geuther 

children’s beds, Marlene can be quickly converted into 

a small junior bed.

Art. no. 1172
You will find the technical details for this 
nursery on page 20 or at 
www.geuther.de

Marlene makes any concept look good and fits in well 

with any individual wishes with regard to a nursery’s de-

sign because the refreshing white is discreetly subdued 

to leave lots of scope for an imaginative selection of co-

lourful textiles and accessories. The changing unit’s three 

generous drawers come up trumps with welcome stora-

ge, as does the integrated shelf in the wardrobe. Func-

tional, practical and also a feast for the eyes – the ver-

satile colour combiner Marlene has it all! Like all Geuther 

children’s beds, Marlene can be quickly converted into 

a small junior bed.

Art. no. 1172
You will find the technical details for this 
nursery on page 20 or at 
www.geuther.de

Marlene
white goes with any colour
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With a clear line, white on white: Fresh places a peaceful 

colour tonality in contrast with children‘s busy activities. 

Enjoy this moment of deliberate minimalism, this stillness 

of colour. Just for a moment – it will soon be back to 

hectic business as usual in the play room!

Art. no. 1167
You can find the technical details for this 
nursery on page 20 or at
www.geuther.de.

Fresh
is also available in white

Fresh
loves changes

Fresh creates bright and cheerful highlights – its different 

colours of blind set fresh winds blowing in the children‘s 

room. 

And in other areas as well, Fresh favours change: is there 

any rule stating that drawer handles must always be 

exactly aligned? Keeping it alive is the thing! 

Art. no. 1167
You can find the technical details for this 
nursery on page 20 or at
www.geuther.de.
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Technical details
M

et
te

Child´s bed
Art. no. 1193 KB
incl. removable side 
3 Slip rungs
70 x 140 cm

Wall shelf
Art. no. 1193 WR
W 58 / H 28 / L 19 cm

Nappy changing chest
Art. no. 1193 WK
2 Drawers, 
1 Door, 1 Shelve
W 121 / H 93,5 / L 47,5 / 75,5 cm

Wardrobe, three piece
Art. no. 1193 S3
4 Doors, 1 Clothes rail,
4 Shelves,
W 137 / H 193 / L 57,5 cm

High shelf unit
Art. no. 1193 HR
1 Drawers, 
2 Shelves
W 71 / H 156 / L 57,5 cm

Es
te

lle
Child´s bed
Art. no. 1190 KB
incl. removable side 
3 Slip rungs
70 x 140 cm

Wall shelf
Art. no. 1190 WR
W 86,5 / H 23 / L 20 cm

Nappy changing chest
Art. no. 1190 WK
3 Drawers
W 95 / H 88,5 / L 47,5 / 75,5 cm

Wardrobe, three piece
Art. no. 1190 S3
3 Doors, 2 Clothes rails,
6 Shelves, 
1 Intermediate shelf
W 133 / H 187 / L 56,5 cm

High shelf unit
Art. no. 1190 HR
4 Shelves
W 46 / H 187 / L 56,5 cm

C
ot

ta
g

e Child´s bed
Art. no. 1178 KB
incl. removable side 
3 Slip rungs
70 x 140 cm

Wall shelf
Art. no. 1178 WR
W 80 / H 40 / L 21 cm

Nappy changing chest
Art. no. 1178 WK
1 Drawer,
3 Shelves, 3 Doors
W 111,5 x H 90 x L 57,5 / 75,5 cm

Wardrobe, three piece
Art. no. 1178 S3
3 Doors, 
3 Clothes rails, 
6 Shelves
W 139,5 / H 190 / L 57,5/ 61 cm

High shelf unit
Art. no. 1178 HR
4 Shelves, 
2 Drawers 
W 104,5 / H 148 / L 45/ 48,5 cm

So
l

Child´s bed
Art. no. 1188 KB
incl. removable side 
3 Slip rungs
70 x 140 cm

Wall shelf
Art. no. 1188 WR
W 86,5 / H 26,5 / L 20 cm

Nappy changing chest
Art. no. 1188 WK
2 Drawers, 1 Door,
1 Shelve
W 115 / H 90,5 / L 47,5 / 75,5 cm

Wardrobe, three piece
Art. no. 1188 S3
2 Doors, 2 Drawers, 
2 Clothes rails,
4 Shelves, 
2 Intermediate shelve
W 133 / H 193 / L 57,5 cm

High shelf unit
Art. no. 1188 HR
2 Shelves, 
2 Drawers
W 45,5 / H 193 / L 57,5 cm
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Fr
es

h Child´s bed
Art. no. 1167 KB
incl. removable side 
3 Slip rungs
70 x 140 cm

Wall shelf
Art. no. 1167 WR
W 90 x H 31 x L 20 cm

Nappy changing chest
Art. no. 1167 WK
3 Drawers
W 108 x H 89 x L 56,5 / 75 cm

Wardrobe, three piece
Art. no. 1167 S3
3 Clothes rails,
6 Shelves 
W 133 x H 193 x L 56,5

High shelf unit
Art. no. 1167 HR
3 Shelves,
2 Drawers
W 45,5 x H 193 x L 56,5 cm

Bu
nk

 b
ed

s

Singlebed
Art. no. 1300
L 207 x W 98 x H 66 cm
(Lying surface ca. 43 cm)

Teenager bed
Art. no. Set 1350
L 207 x W 98 x H 66 cm
(Lying surface ca. 43 cm)

Play bed 125
Art. no. Set 1351
L 207 x W 105 x H 125 cm
(Lying surface ca. 100 cm)

Play bed 125 
w. slide
Art. no. Set 1355
L 207 x W 233 x H 125 cm
(Lying surface ca. 100 cm)

Bunk bed 162
Art. no. Set 1357
L 207 x W 105 x H 162 cm
(Lying surface ca. 43/138 cm)

Bunk bed 162
Art. no. Set 1358
L 207 x W 105 x H 162 cm
(Lying surface ca. 138 cm)

Slatted frame
Art. no. 1320
L 200 x B 90cm

M
a

rl
en

e Child´s bed
Art. no. 1172 KB
incl. removable side 
3 Slip rungs
70 x 140 cm

Wall shelf
Art. no. 1172 WR
W 86,5 x L 20 cm

Nappy changing chest
Art. no. 1172 WK
3 Drawers
W 95 x H 88 x L 49 / 75,5 cm

Wardrobe, three piece
Art. no. 1172 S3
3 Doors, 2 Clothes rails,
8 Shelves
W 132 x H 187 x L 58,5 cm

Wardrobe, two piece
Art. no. 1172 S2
2 Doors, 2 Clothes rails,
4 Shelves
W 89 x H 187 x L 58,5 cm

Technical details
C

a
ss

in
i Child´s bed

Art. no. 1178 KB
incl. removable side 
3 Slip rungs
70 x 140 cm

Wall shelf
Art. no. 1178 WR
W 80 / H 40 / L 21 cm

Nappy changing chest
Art. no. 1183 WK
1 Drawer,
3 Shelves,
3 Doors
W 111,5 x H 90 x L 57,5 / 75,5 cm

Wardrobe, three piece
Art. no. 1183 S3
with plexiglas
3 Doors,3 Clothes rails, 
6 Shelves
W 139,5 / H 190 / L 57,5/ 61 cm

High shelf unit
Art. no. 1183 HR
4 Shelves, 2 Drawers
B 104,5 / H 148 / T 45/ 48,5 cm
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Play & 
 bunk beds

Our children‘s beds are both sanctuary and 

refuge, a place to dream of adventures, 

somewhere to snuggle with loved ones, and 

to relax from the exciting days in a child‘s 

life. Our beds are more than a comfortable 

sleeping-place – create your little ones‘ living 

and relaxation space individually and child-

oriented, with plenty of space for quiet times 

and adventure.

Technical details on page 20 or at 

www.geuther.de

Art. no. Set 1357 

Art. no. Set 1358 

Art. no. Set 1350

Whether a single bed, high bed, bunk 

bed or play bed, just somewhere to 

relax or a fabulous adventure play 

area - explore the options and create 

a place that will encourage your child 

to dream. Thanks to the wide range 

of practical and charming additional 

products, the beds can be created 

to suit any taste - and to provide the 

perfect setting for any adventure. 

Art. no. Set 1355  
can be combined with 1390, 1391, 1392
Technical details on page 20 or at 
www.geuther.de

Art. no. Set 1351 
can be combined with 1390, 1391, 1392

Technical details on page 20 or at 
www.geuther.de

Textile products
Art. no. 1390 Tunnel
Design: 350 (blue)
351 (blackberry)
352 (orange)

Art. no. 1391 Set of 
2 curtains, long side
Design: 
353 (blue / white)
354 (blackberry / white)
355 (yellow / green)

Art. no. 1392 
Set of 2 curtains, head side
Design: 
353 (blue / white)
354 (blackberry / white)
358 (yellow / green)

Curtain rail long side
Art. no. 1380

Curtain rail head side
Art. no. 1381 
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 Aladin 

Aladin
Art. no. 1121
incl. aerated cold foam mattress,
with terry-cloth quilted cover, 
4 carpet castors,
submersible grid piece,
easy connection to parental bed,
lying surface 45 x 90 cm, 
adjustable from 30-45 cm

Colours: white, nature

Bed set
Art. no. 4161
comprising: 
cot liner and bed linen
35 x 40 - 80 x 80 cm
Fabrics: 322 (white, elephant), 
326 (white, rabbit)

Cot liner
Art. no. 4162
Fabrics: 322 (white, elephant), 
326 (white, rabbit)

Who likes sleeping alone? Your baby will be happy knowing that you are close 

by and you‘ll love being next to your child while still enjoying the comfort of your 

own bed: on hand to feed, keep an eye on and simply caress your baby. The cot

can remain closed where it is needed during the daytime.

for box spring beds
Betsy

Betsy
Art. no. 1125
incl. aerated cold foam mattress,
with terry-cloth quilted cover, 
4 carpet castors, 
submersible grid piece, 
lying surface 45 x 90 cm, 
adjustable from 51-70 cm
Colour: natural

Bed set
Art. no. 4161
comprising: 
cot liner and bed linen
35 x 40 - 80 x 80 cm
Fabrics: 
322 (white, elephant), 
326 (white, rabbit)

Bed set
Art. no. 4162
Fabrics: 
322 (white, elephant), 
326 (white, rabbit)

Tilda
Art. no. 1124

incl. aerated cold foam mattress,
with terry-cloth quilted cover, 

4 carpet castors,
lying surface 45 x 90 cm, 

adjustable from 41,5 - 57,5 cm
Colour: white

Tilda
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Child‘s bed Pascal
Art. no. 1101 KB
70 x 140 cm
incl. removable side 
panels
Colours: nature and 
white

Pascal
cheerful soloist

Mayla
an extra bed in a jiffy

Day care centres and hotels are not the only ones that need to be flexible; a sui-

table place to sleep is also needed when staying with the grandparents. With the 

folding bed from Geuther, you will always have enough sleeping options. Thanks 

to the simple folding mechanism, the bed can be opened up without the use of 

tools when required and then put away after use and stacked together with the 

mattress without any ado to save space. Sufficient space under grandma and 

grandpa’s bed can usually be found to stow the folding bed until next required. 

The optically appealing combination of wood and white enables the bed to be 

integrated into any style of interior design.

Art. no. 1131KB
60 x 120 cm
foldable, threefold vertically adjustable,
4 carpet castors,
grid pieces: solid beech,
bed bottom: MDF 12mm 
Colours: nature and white

Canopy holder
Art. no. 4112
with base

Canopy holder 
Art. no. 4111
with clamp screw fixation

„Dog“ bed set
Art. no. 4144
comprising: canopy, cot liner
and bed linen
(40 x 60, 100 x 135 cm)
Fabric: 327

Nappy changing chest
Art. no. 1101 WK
2 Doors, 1 open shelf
W 98 / H 88,5 / L 47 cm / 75,5 cm

This cot dovetails so nicely with existing furniture and is not least a colourful 

eyecatcher in any nursery for this reason. Pascal has got all four feet planted 

firmly on the ground and of course its side bar panels can cope with the zest 

for action of “older tots”. Thanks to extra removable side panels, Pascal can be 

converted into a very decent age-appropriate teenager’s bed at a later stage!
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Syt
The one for all

Syt is a sturdy highchair featuring a clean, refined 

design – built to accommodate your child from 

the first sitting. It has an extremely strong structure, 

and can stand up to even the wildest little bundle 

of energy in the family. The chair is available in a 

variety of wood tones, and is at home in rooms 

of all designs. Its height-adjustable seat and foot-

board mean the chair is size-adaptable, and 

can offer family members from every generation 

a place at the table. And, after all, what is better 

than to sit with your loved ones eye-to-eye and 

on equal footing at the table?

Art. no. 2337
Material: solid beech in masterly workmanship.
Seat, back, safety loop and footrest made of plywood,
Colours: natural, colonial, white, mint, blue, rosé

Seat cushion insert
Art. no. 4740
Fabrics: 132, 136, 137, 154
(see page 76)

Food/Play tray
Art. no. 0037 SB
Colours: natural,
colonial, white, mint, 
blue, rosé

new
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Tamino
     more flexible
     than any other

Tamino provides uncompromising 

security for your child, yet makes 

way whenever needed. The 

safety bar can be positioned or 

removed in an instant for easy 

access and dismounting. The food 

and play tray keeps everything on 

board thanks to the stopper bar, 

but can be removed in a flash 

when Tamino is placed at the 

family table - accompanying the 

child‘s growth in ergo- nomically 

optimised form. And for the very 

little ones, Tamino transforms 

into a firm base for the Rocco 

baby rocker. To ensure unliwithed 

stability despite its versatility, 

Tamino incorporates an elegant 

metal retaining support that 

doesn‘t just look great, but will 

also prevent any unfortunate falls, 

regardless of its sleek design.

Art.Nr. 2345
Material: solid beech with 
powder-coated metal
Colours: natural, white, colonial, taupe

Food/Play tray
Art. no. 0045SB
Colours: natural, white, 
colonial, taupe

Tamino & Rocco
a great team

While other high chairs only make room for 

child- ren once they are able to sit properly, 

Tamino of- fers a comfortable, safe seat for 

even the littlest offspring. Our Tamino high chair 

combines with the Rocco baby rocker so that 

your little treasure can be safely seated on a par 

with everyone else. 

In just a few short steps, without any need for 

tools, the transformation is complete: first, the 

Tamino backrest is removed and the perfectly 

matched adapter fixed to the high chair‘s arm 

rests. After removing the rocker‘s underframe at 

the touch of a button, the Rocco baby rocker is 

then firmly secured on the adapter. Designed to 

ensure maximum safety, Tamino and Rocco are 

quite simply a perfect team and rapidly revert 

back to practical individual players in no time 

at all.

More information on page 75. 
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Sitzverkleinerer
Art.Nr. 4743

Stoffe: 105, 107, 110, 131, 
132, 135, 136, 137, 164 

(siehe S. 98)

Mucki
the down-to-earth high chair
Its solid beech feet are 

planted firmly on the ground, 

giving little rompers exactly 

the support they need when 

they first learn how to sit up: 

a footrest for their feet, side 

bars for allround safety and 

a sturdy harness to keep the 

little bottoms on their seats. 

To make sure Mucki fits into 

family life, it comes in two 

finishes: clear varnish for an 

unadulterated wooden look 

or stained in a deluxe dark 

colonial style.

Art. no. 2306
Colours: natural and 
colonial

Seat cushion insert
Art. no. 4742
Fabrics: 105, 107, 
110, 131, 132, 135, 
136, 137, 154
 (see on page 76)

full of verve
It is a special moment when the youngest member of the family can at last sit at 

the same table – and that represents a major step to being integrated into family 

life. Taking part means everything! Filou helps to give kids a boost and confidently 

steadies all tots that are unsteady on their feet or have to wriggle around. What 

makes Filou so particularly likeable is that its sweeping lines and its dynamic 

design exude cheerfulness and its inner qualities win you over – a great deal 

of solid beech has been processed here! Of course Filou grows with its “owner/

occupiers” and adapts to each new height that they reach. If required, Filou, 

with its high backrest can support the child’s back right up until adolescence.

Art. no. 2360
completely made of 
solid beech wood
incl. food/play tray
Colour: natural

Family
the chair for all the family

A new family member at the table: Family has already been proven many 

times over and simply belongs. Not only because the high chair already won its 

permanent place at table long ago and, thanks to its adjustability, is your offspring’s 

companion for more than a few months, but also because its comfortable width 

and its high ergo- nomic backrests offers adults enough space too. The sweeping 

side elements serve both as armrests and to accommodate the pull-out tray, 

which can be removed in an instant, as required and even has a stopper bar: 

thus porridge ends up in the mouth and not on the floor and toys are prevented 

from going over the abyss – at least occasionally. Another bonus: Family can be 

adjusted without using tools – thoroughly family-friendly!

Seat cushion insert 
(without figure)
Art. no. 4737
Fabrics: 105, 107, 110, 131, 132, 
135, 136, 137, 154 
(see on page 76)

Art. no. 2335
seat, back, food/play tray with raised edge
and footrest made from plywood
Colours: funny, clay, white, 
colonial, taupe, natural

Filou
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Art. no. 4731
Vinyls: 07, 31, 32, 
35, 36, 37

Art. no. 4732
Vinyls: 07, 31, 32, 35, 
36, 37

Art. no. 4742
Fabrics: 105, 107, 

110, 131, 132, 135, 
136, 137, 154

Art. no. 4737
Fabrics: 105, 107, 
110, 131, 132, 135, 
136, 137, 154

Art. no. 4733
Vinyls: 07, 10, 31, 32, 

35, 36, 37

Seat inserts
Getting started is difficult – thus sitting in a high chair also needs to be learned. Seat inserts provide a soft, 

gentle start at lofty heights: on the one hand they adapt the seat to the mini-dimensions of the “first-time 

sitter“ to an optimum degree and on the other hand they prevent Junior from sliding out – and last but not 

least they are extremely comfortable! It is of course self-evident that all seat inserts are either wipeable 

(film) or washable – for, as is well-known, every beginning is difficult, particularly when learning to eat by 

yourself!

Now there is just one crucial question left to answer. Which pattern or design is supposed to grace your 

high chair? (see on page 76 + 77)

for „small occupants“

Seat Inserts
Art. no. 4740
Fabrics: 132, 136, 137, 154
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Belami
the lightweight

Belami always wheels your young charge 

into the middle of the action, for the playpen 

is fitted with four lockable hard castors and 

follows you wherever you go, if you wish. 

Indeed in a very fleet-footed manner, since 

Belami has an agreeably light design, which 

consequently does not require any major effort 

when changing scene. Again with Belami you 

do not need to forego the familiar Geuther 

level of comfort: of course the cushioned floor 

can be height-adjusted to three levels. After 

doing its job, Belami can be dismantled into 

its constituent parts and waits patiently and 

conveniently tucked away for its next assign- 

ment on behalf of the family.

Art. no. 2231
73 x 102 cm, Height 70,5 cm,
Inside dimension 67,5 x 97 cm,
cushioned floor, height-
adjustable to 3 positions,
4 carpet castors
Colours - Vinyls: 
natural - 07, 32, 36, 37
colonial - 07
white - 32, 37

Art. no. 2233
102 x 102 cm, height 70,5 cm, 

inside dim. 97 x 97 cm,
cushioned floor, 

height-adjustable to 3 positions,
4 carpet castors
Colours - Vinyls:

like Art. no. 2231

adventure playpen
MerlinSafety squared: Merlin is rooted very clearly and 

self-assuredly to the floor and its straight-line design 

without any flourishes earns admiring gazes. To 

start with Merlin can accommodate babies at the 

highest level and bring them – by easy adjustment 

– level for level back down towards the world 

at ground level. But even when your tot has 

become a “self-starter”, Merlin plays a joker: three 

detachable side bars make the playpen into your 

tot’s own little den and the ideal retreat in an 

enchanted, magic and self- conceived children’s 

world. Of course there is always soft cushioning 

provided; for safety shows its particularly friendly 

face here.

Art. no.  2230
99 x 100 cm,  height 77 cm
inside dimensions 94,5 x 
94,5 cm
cushioned floor,
height-adjustable to 3 
positions,
2 carpet castors,
3 removable bars
Colours - Vinyls:
natural - 31, 32, 36

Bumper
Art. no.  2234 LB
Fabrics: 105, 107, 110, 
131, 132, 136, 137, 154
(see page 76)
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Lucilee imagined things thus: she always wants to be on hand, when she is 

needed, and wants to be able to withdraw discreetly if her services are not 

required. Thus she is pleased to be of assistance in cramped accommodation, at 

the grandparents and on holiday and is nevertheless as down-to-earth, mobile 

and robust as her larger siblings. Yet she can also downsize – without any effort 

and extremely easily, which is very much appreciated by all users. On the subject 

of size: Lucilee is available in two finishes, both fit easily into a car boot, have 

three-stage height adjustment and have four lockable castors and a cushioned 

playing and recline area. In other words Lucilee is the playpen for all seasons!

Art. no.  2263
94,5 x 102 cm, height 70,5 cm,
inside dimensions 90 x 97 cm
foldable, cushioned floor,
height-adjustable to 3 positions,
4 carpet castors
Colours - Vinyl: 
natural - 07, 32, 36, 37, 97
white - 32, 37, 97
colonial - 07
(see on page 77)

Bumper (without figure)
Art. no.  2232 LB / 2234 LB

Fabrics: 105, 107, 110, 
131, 132, 136. 137, 154

(see on page 76)

Art. no.  2261
80 x 102 cm, height 70,5 cm,
inside dimensions 75,5 x 97 cm
foldable, cushioned floor,
height-adjustable to 3 positions,
4 carpet castors
Colours - Vinyl: 
like Art. no. 2263

Lucilee
for all seasons

Euro-Parc
  a wealth of squares         
  and rectangles

Euro-Parc is supremely uncomplicated. The older your offspring gets, the lower 

the cushioned play level can be positioned – until it ends up just above the floor, 

then three removable bars allow Junior to be as active as he or she likes. And 

even in cramped living conditions Euro-Parc has enough space and, if required, 

can be put away by being folded just once – e.g. under the bed. Two firm 

supporting legs provide stability and two castors mobility and two different sizes 

provide the optimum choice for your home.

Art. no.  2232
73 x 102 cm, height 77 cm

inside dimensions 67,5 x 97 cm
cushioned floor, height-adjustable

to 3 positions,
2 carpet castors, 3 removable bars,

can be folded
Colours - Vinyl: 

natural - 07, 10, 31, 32, 36, 37, 97
colonial - 07, 36

white - 01, 03, 31, 32, 37, 97
(see on page 77)

Art. no.  2234
102 x 102 cm, hight 77 cm

inside dimensions 97 x 97 cm
cushioned floor, height-adjustable

to 3 positions,
2 carpet castors, 

3 removable bars,
can be folded

Colours - Vinyl: 
like Art. no. 2232

Bumper
Art. no. 2232 LB / 

2234 LB
Fabrics: 

105, 107, 
110, 131, 132, 
136, 137, 154

(see on page 76)

Play mat
Art. no. 2232 KD / 2234 KD
Fabrics: 132, 136, 137
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Safe and secure
MatrixArt. no.  2256

102 x 138 cm, height 74 cm,
cushioned floor, 
height-adjustable to 3 positions,
6 carpet castors,
3 removable bars
Colours - Vinyl: 
natural - 07, 32
white - 32

Art. no.  2255
102 x 117 cm, Height 74 cm,

cushioned floor, 
height-adjustable to 

3 positions,
6 carpet castors,

3 removable bars
Colours - Vinyl: 
like Art. no. 2256

The unusually shaped hexagonal Matrix playpen offers your child a place to 

sleep, play and observe the world from day one in a safe and secure location. It 

provides ample space for your child to play and develop, safely separated from 

everyday perils. The locking castors allow you to keep your baby near you with 

a minimum amount of effort. Let your little treasures discover the world at their 

leisure, and be comfortable knowing they are safe and secure – after all, that’s 

how they grow and develop best. 

Play mat
Art. no. 2255 KD / 
2256 KD
Fabrics: 107, 132

new Octo-Parc
mobile playground

Art. no.  2228
octogonal

113 x 113 cm, height 69,5 cm,
inside dimensions 106 x 106 cm

cushioned floor,
height-adjustable to 3 

positions,
8 carpet castors
Colours - Vinyl: 

natural - 10, 32, 36
sludge - 10, 32, 37

white - 32, 37

As much space as possible, as compact as necessary - those are the prime 

features of Octo-Parc! An entire zoo-full of cuddly toys fits in here, modular towers 

soar up to the sky, there is also room for those first attempts at turning, standing 

and walking – and even the first baby visit. And if Octo-Parc needs to get out 

of the way of the vacuum cleaner or other necessities, then the playpen can 

vacate the area by rolling away – thanks to its eight hard castors. With its soft-

cushioned floor, which can be height-adjusted to three levels, this octagonal 

playground is suitable for three stages of growing up. Last but not least the mobile 

Octo-Parc cuts an extraordinarily fine figure.

Bumper
Art. no. 2228 LB
Fabrics: 110, 132, 136, 137
(see on page 76)
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Vario Safe 
 a new dimension of safety

... no drilling required!

The sturdy Vario Safe door and stairway safety gates 

are available in lamella, metal and Plexiglas, and 

thanks to this variety of modern materials can be 

blended into any living area, without compromising 

the security of your little ones in any way. Thanks 

to the practical clamping assembly, no drilling is 

necessary. With the Vario Safe you can simply and 

easily protect your little angel from many common 

household dangers, letting your little adventurer 

head off on their little exploration tours while allowing 

you to breathe easy at the same time.

new

Vario Safe - Plexi
door gate
Art. no. 2786 
Can be fixed in place 
and swings open,
removable door,
door made of solid beech 
and plexiglas
Adjustment range
74,5 - 82,5 cm,
Height 77,5 cm
Colour: natural / white

Vario Safe - Metal
door gate
Art. no. 4785
see description 
Vario Safe - Plexi
door made of metal 
Colour: white

Vario Safe - Slat
door gate
Art. no. 2785 
see description 
Vario Safe - Plexi
door made of solid beech
Colours: natural, white 
(without figure)

Additional clamps for
Vario Safe 
Art. no. 0085ZK
for converting the unit to 
a stair gate,
Colour: white

extensions for
Vario Safe
Art. no. 0085VS
8 cm,
Colour: white

Art. no. 0086VS
16 cm,
Colour: white

1

3

21

2

3
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Zusatzklemmen für 
Easylock

Art.Nr.  0049 ZK
für Sprossen von 
1,5 - 8 cm Stärke

Y-Spindel
Art.Nr. 0048 YS

füt Säulen bis 7 cm

Bodenplatte
Art.Nr.  0048 BP

Farbe: weiß

Verlängerungen für 
Schutzgitter

Art.Nr.  0091 VS
8 cm

Farbe: weiß

Art.Nr.  0092 VS
16 cm

Farbe: weiß

Vario Safe - Plexi
door gate
Art. no.  2786 + 0085ZK
Can be fixed in place 
and swings open,
removable door,
door made of solid beech 
and plexiglas
Adjustment range
74,5 - 82,5 cm,
Height 77,5 cm

Vario Safe - Metal
door gate
Art. no. 4785 + 0085ZK
see description 
Vario Safe - Plexi

Vario Safe - Slat
door gate
Art. no.  2785 + 0085ZK
see description 
Vario Safe - Plexi

Additional clamps for
Vario Safe 
Art. no. 0085ZK
for converting the unit to 
a stair gate,
Colour: white

extensions for
Vario Safe
Art. no. 0085VS
8 cm,
Colour: white

Art. no. 0086VS
16 cm,
Colour: white

With the help of an additional connector (Art. No. 

0085ZK), every Vario Safe doorway safety gate can 

be quickly and easily turned into a staircase safety 

gate.

Purelock
door guard

Airy and lightweight, pure lock is just the ticket 

if you are looking for long-lasting and secure 

safety for your child. Flexibly adjustable to 

lengths ranging from 61 to 107 cm, the door 

gate can be fixed either within the door frame 

itself or in front of it. The light, powder-coated 

steel tube system integrates into any interior 

design, creating an unobtrusive and secure 

playing area for any little explorer.

Quickly find the right product 
with the door and stair guard 
configurator at 
www.geuther.de

Art. no.  4722
adjustment with 
screws inside door 
opening: 68,5 - 107 
cm
adjustment with 
screws next to door 
opening: 61 - 96 cm
height 81 cm
Colour: white

Additional clamps 
Art. no.  0022 ZK
for bars 1.5–8 cm 
thick
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Easylock
the new safety generation

The Easylock design has well and truly 

proved its worth and already meets future 

safety standards by way of higher gates! 

We have also additionally improved the 

practical handle in that the new dual-lock 

feature makes it impossible for toddlers to 

open the gate, while for parents, opening 

is just as simple as before. A gentle push is 

all it takes to close the Easylock system so 

that your little one stays safe and sound 

right where they should be. Available in 

stylish, white painted metal, one Easylock 

model blocks off stairs, while an alternative 

model turns doors into an insurmountable 

barrier for small children. Both Easylock 

models fix simply and firmly to round or flat 

surfaces without any drilling required - and 

can be removed without trace when no 

longer needed.

... no drilling required

Easylock - Door gate
Art. no. 4791
clicks shut and swings open, range 
of adjustment
68 - 76 cm, height 81,5 cm
Colour: white

Art. no. 4792
range of adjustment 80,5 - 88,5 cm, 
height 81,5 cm
Colour: white

Y-Attachment
Art. no. 0048 YS

for posts up to 7 cm

Additional clamps for 
Easylock

Art. no. 0049 ZK
for bars 1.5–8 cm thick

Base plate
Art. no. 0048 BP

Colour: white

Extensions for 
safety gate

Art. no. 0091 VS
8 cm

Colour: white

Art. no. 0092 VS
16 cm

Colour: white

Easylock - Stair gate
Art. no. 4793
clicks shut and swings open, range of 
adjustment 84,5 - 92,5 cm, 
height 81,5 cm
Colour: white
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your child has never been safer

A new generation in safety incorporating higher 

gates that already meet future safety standards 

and an innovative handle with a new dual-lock 

feature, which, as before, is child‘s play for adults 

but cannot be opened by toddlers! The well 

proven Easylock design has been maintained: 

a gentle push is all it takes for the extra-wide 

gate to close softly and remain closed until you 

simply reopen it with the practical handle in two 

successive movements - namely by pulling the 

lever and lifting the gate. An additional floor 

panel smoothly paves the way over hurdles 

created by the doorframe. Easylock Wood can 

later be removed without trace when no longer 

needed and guarantees maximum security, 

even without drilling. Thanks to the Y-clip, the 

gate will also maintain a firm non-slip hold on 

all round elements measuring up to 7 cm in 

diameter.

Quickly find the right product 
with the door and stair guard 
configurator at 
www.geuther.de

Easylock Wood ... no drilling required

Additional clamps for 
Easylock Wood

Art. no.  0029 ZK
for bars 1.5–8 cm thick

Base plate
Art. no.  0048 BP

Colour: silver

Y-Attachment
Art. no. 0048 YS

for posts up to 7 cm

Extensions for safety gate
Art. no.  0091 VS

8 cm
Colour: silver

Art. no.  0092 VS
16 cm

Colour: silver

Easylock Wood - Door 
gate
Art. no.  2791
clicks shut and swings 
open, range of 
adjustment 68 - 76 cm, 
height 81,5 cm
Colour: natural/silver

Art. no.  2792
range of adjustment 80,5 
- 88,5 cm,
height 81,5 cm
Colour: natural/silver

Easylock Wood - 
stair gate
Art. no.  2793
clicks shut and swings 
open, range of 
adjustment 84,5 - 92,5 
cm, height 81,5 cm
Colour: natural/silver
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    the gateway to safety
Door guards

Art. no.  2732
adjustment with screws inside door opening: 

68 - 109 cm adjustment with screws next to door 
opening: 60 - 96,5 cm height 83 cm

Colours: natural, white

Art. no.  2734 (no picture)
adjustment with screws inside door opening: 

97 - 139 cm adjustment with screws next to door 
opening: 89 - 126 cm height 83 cm

Colours: natural, white

Door guards set safe liwiths in those places 

where your whole clan is not supposed to go in 

or out on its own. The hinged door guards are 

screw fastened in or beside the door frame. For 

these guards are also able to withstand many a 

dose of exuberant high spirits.

Furthermore if you have a dog, this guard can 

also be used as a “dog barrier” at a later stage.

Stairway 
   guards

         keep hazards at bay

Where you have stairs, they either go a long 

way up or a long way down. And that is exactly 

where danger lurks, in particular for small 

children, whose irrepressible urge to discover 

things sometimes takes them to places where 

they are not supposed to be. It does not 

matter how wide the staircase is, the width of 

the hinged guards can be set from 70 to 140 

cm, depending on the model. Thus little ones 

are safe as houses and grown-ups can easily 

pass through the guard with its lock and hinge 

mechanism.

Art. no.  2733
range of adjustment 70 - 111 cm
height 83 cm
Colour: natural, white

Art. no.  2735 (without figure)
range of adjustment 99,5 - 140 cm
height 83 cm
Colour: natural, white

Extra clamps
Art. no.  2725 ZK
2,2 cm
Colour: natural, white
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Configuration safety gates are the perfect symbiosis of playpens and stair gates and provide parents and 

children alike with a high degree of individuality: no room is too large for them and no corner is too small. 

Hazards remain outside and your child remains inside; according to configuration, available space and 

requirements. Large play areas can be sectioned off or hazard areas can be reliably cordoned off, so that 

your young charge can play in peace and so that you can get on with doing what you need to for a while.

Configuration safety gates

maximum space – minimum risk

Configuration safety gate-Set 1
Art. no. 2761

1x door piece 95 cm,
1x extension 95 cm,

1x corner piece,
2x wall adjustment pieces

range of adjustment
120 - 180 cm
height 77 cm

Extensions for 
configuration safety gates

Colour: natural, white
Art. no. 2764

95 cm inc. angle element with foot base

Art. no. 2765
44 cm inc. angle element with foot base

Angle element with foot base
Art. no. 2767

Colour: natural, white

Configuration safety gate-Set 2
Art. no. 2762

1x door piece 95 cm,
2x extension 44 cm,

2x corner piece with baseplate,
2x wall adjustment pieces

range of adjustment
100 - 180 cm
height 77 cm
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Alisa
 plenty of space for small rooms

Alisa is space saving, flexible and especially 

recommended for smaller rooms. The practical 

storage shelves offer plenty of room to hold 

the little things required to see to your baby’s 

everyday needs, and puts them within easy 

reach – meaning you always have one hand 

free to keep your little one safe. Rounded edges 

and a safety margin on both sides of the unit 

also help ensure the safety of your child.

Art. no. 4847
pad not included
W 54,4 x H 94 x L 73 cm
height for nappy-changing 87 cm
Colours: natural, white

new Lotta & Maddy
with a dust-free zone

Lotta  and Maddy tidies small items and 

odds and ends, which are often likely to be 

found near a nappy-changing table away 

into a drawer. Thus baby oil, nasal drops, 

ear buds & co. are put out of sight and in 

Baby’s case “out of mind“. A benefit, which 

other combinations often do not provide! 

However so that nappies and other useful 

items are always close to hand, Lotta has 

two additional shelves with “fall guards” on 

three sides. The raised edges on three sides 

prevent items from possibly straying and 

border the nappy-changing area. And if 

Lotta needs to be cleared out of the way, 

it can simply be wheeled aside – without 

much rearrangement of furniture.

Maddy
Art. no. 4858

B 60,5 x H 90 x T 81,5 cm
height for nappy-changing 84 cm

Colours: white, white/sludge

Nappy changing pad
Art. no. 5832 

soft and cuddly, with head guard
W 55 x L 75 cm

Lotta
Art. no. 4868
pad not included
with front-drawer
W 56 x H 90,5 x L 65 cm
height for 
nappy-changing 86 cm
Colours: natural, white

Nappy changing pad 
Art. no. 5832 
soft and cuddly, 
with head guard
W 55 x L 75 cm
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Clara & Clarissa
mobile helpers around the house

Exactly as parents like it – the thoroughly mobile wooden nappy-changing 

trolleys on castors slot in exactly where they are needed. And the best thing 

about them is they have everything on board. Two spacious storage shelves 

can readily accommodate wet wipes, pants, romper suits and of course a large 

number of nappies. So that nothing goes “astray”, the shelves are fitted with 

braces on three sides, which prevent items from slipping off the trolley, even 

when on the move. Depending on location and requirements, you can choose 

between Clara, at an ample 86 cm wide, or her 30 cm slimmer kid sister Clarissa.

Clara
Art. no. 4844
pad not included
W 86 x H 90,5 x L 74,5 cm
height for nappy-changing 86 cm
Colours: natural, white

Clarissa
Art. no. 4842
pad not included
W 56 x H 90,5 x L 74,5 cm
height for nappy-changing 86 cm
Colours: natural, white, sludge

Hanna
consistent details

Art. no. 4852
with tub, incl. outlet pipe, pad not included
W 65,5 x H 97 x L 77 cm
work height: 93 cm for changing - 88 cm for bathing
measurements in extended position:
W 65,5 x H 97 x L 143 cm
Colours: natural/white, white/white

Hanna impresses with her no-nonsense straight lines: details with consistent 

white-natural wood colouring, high worktop for nappy-changing and bathing, 

which is kind to the back, and twin storage space in the form of a suspended 

shelf and pocket beneath the tub. This tub also comes with an outlet hose 

that makes heavy lifting unnecessary. Everything gives the impression of being 

from a single source. Hanna’s qualities particularly come to the fore at bath 

time: whilst your offspring is happily splashing away, the towel, which was 

previously waiting on the suspended shelf to be used, is already lying ready 

on the changing top. Both “places of activity” can be telescoped, thus again 

saving space. Hanna also likes to get around – this is no problem with 6 castors.
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Wanda
never in the way

Wanda hangs on the wall, leaving plenty of 

room for you and your child. Even when hanging 

up and saving space, Wanda sits modestly in 

the background and conveniently serves as a 

board on which to draw, write a shopping list or 

simply note down something nice. However, fold 

the table down and Wanda shows its versatility 

as a safe changing table or a little cupboard for 

all your useful bits and bobs. A pneumatic spring 

enables the table to be opened safely, while the 

solid wood structure means you can place your 

wholehearted trust in Wanda!

Art. no. 4871
with nappy-changing pad

Dimensions when extended:
W 58 x H 66 x L 79 cm

Dimensions when folded:
W 58 x H 79 x L 24 cm

Colour - Vinyl: 
white - 31, 34, 35, 36, 37

natural/ grey - 31, 34, 35, 36, 37
(see on page 77)

Trixi
fast change
Time for a nappy change? Folding down to a 

slender 19 cm, Trixi can be stored behind the 

wardrobe. When you need it, all you have to 

do is pull it out, set up the solid beech frame, 

and you‘re ready! Your little one will be nice and 

comfortable on the padded changing surface 

and will not wriggle off, thanks to the cushioned 

side guard. Once you have finished, you can 

pack Trixi away again to be stored discreetly in 

the background.

Art. no. 4817
foldable, pad included
W 56 x H 97 (117) x L 70 (19) cm
height for nappy-changing 91 cm
Colour - Vinyl: 
natural - 10, 37, 97
white - 37, 97
(see on page 77)
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Aqualight
the space-saving version

Art. no. 4822
incl. baby bathtub
height-adjustable (35, 40 or 45 cm)
adjustable depth of 29 cm from 56 – 85 cm 
(dimensions inside parents bathtub)
Colour - Vinyls: 
silver - 97
(see on page 77)

Smaller, but nevertheless has all the kit you 

need: Aqualight is the kid sister of Aqualino 

and bears its most important “gene“. Aqualight 

is also a well- engineered bath and nappy-

changing combination, which combines all 

basic functions. If aquatic fun and games are 

planned, you can fold the thickly cushioned 

changing mat away to the rear with one 

hand; if the combination is not required at 

any particular time, then it can be stowed 

away upright in a corner, thus saving a great 

deal of space. Aqualino loves being kind to 

your back: thus 10 height-adjustable and 15 

depth-adjustable centimetres are very much 

dedicated to the wellbeing of parents. Of 

course only highgrade materials are used for 

this product – ultimately it is the children’s well-

being that matters.

Space for cuddles on dry land and in the 

water: the younger children are, the more time 

they spend on the nappy-changing table. 

So that no valuable second of this intimate 

relationship is lost and of course for the sake 

of safety in particular, Aqualino has adequate 

integrated storage space for all the important 

paraphernalia – always ready, helpfully close at 

hand. The extra thick cushioned changing mat 

also adds to those cosy moments. When at last 

it is bath time, the tub can be pushed out to the 

left or to the right, depending on where there is 

more space. If required the spacious baby tub 

can then be slid beneath the changing mat 

and at a later stage can even be removed 

completely when it is time for the big bath tub. 

In general Aqualino fits nearly all bath tubs – 

without complex assembly – and it is extremely 

kind to your back: the comfortable bath/nappy-

changing combination can be height-adjusted 

by up to 10 cm and depth-adjusted by up to 

Aqualino
variable jack-of-all-trades

Art. no. 4830
incl. baby bathtub

height-adjustable (39, 44 or 49 cm)
adjustable depth of 29 cm from 56 – 85 cm 

(dimensions inside parents bathtub)
Colour - Vinyls: 

silver - 10, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 97
(see on page 77)
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Varix SL is a real jack-of-all-trades of bath/nappy- changing combinations: it 

scores points with a wide, soft changing area, a well-engineered children’s bath 

tub, a fitted basket for all personal care items and above all also the opportunity 

to accommodate the Tummy Tub safely. For fans of the bath pail don’t have 

to forego the convenience of this multitalent! And: Varix SL itself has everything 

under control, even on outsized bathtubs – with the extension detail, these can 

be up to a maximum of 88 cm wide. Here the robust adhesive feet hold the Varix 

SL firmly in place, preventing it from sliding and tilting – even during extended 

water fights. We have also taken account of parents: the entire design can be 

height-adjusted, which is pleasantly kind to the back. 

When not in use this combination takes up a 

mere 93 cm when telescoped.

Art. no. 4835
bathtub/nappy changing 
combination unit, without bathtub
with nursery tidy
height-adjustable (31,5, 36 or 40,5 cm)
for parents bathtubs with depth
of 45-68 cm (dimensions inside)
Colour - Vinysl: 
chrome - 10, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 97
(see on page 77)

Accessories for Varix SL
Art. no. 4835 ZT (w/out figure)
for extra large bath tubs with
a max. depth of 80 cm Varix SL

luxurious personal care salon
Varix

basic equipment

Varix perhaps does not have quite as many advantages as her big 

sister, but is no less talented: with this combination too, the tub vanishes 

beneath the well-cushioned changing mat after a good long bath, to 

save space. The solid structure made of chromed tubing is fixed at one 

height. If required you can add a basket for personal care items (to be 

amended separately), which keeps cream & co. at the ready on the 

side. Furthermore with Varix you have the choice: Varix is available with 

or without tub, with or without basket for personal care items, to insert 

( no. 5811), to attach ( no. 4901) or even to fold up. Extremely variable 

– the Varix bath/nappy-changing combination!

Art. no. 4820
bathtub/nappy changing combination unit, without 
bathtub for parents bathtubs with depth
of 50 – 68 cm (dimensions inside)
Colour - Vinyls: 
chrome - 10, 31, 32 , 34, 35, 36, 37, 97
(see on page 77)

Child‘s bathtub
Art. no. 5810
Colours: white, marine

Small nursery tidy
Art. no. 4901
to hang up

Nursery tidy
Art. no. 5811
to store underneath 4805, 4812, 4815

Nappy changing attachment
Art. no. 4812

for parents bathtub with depth
of 47 – 65 cm (dimensions inside)

Vinyls: 10, 31, 32, 34, 35,
36, 37, 97

Nappy changing attachment 
(w/out figure.)

Art. no. 4815
height-adjustable (27, 32 or 37 cm)

for parents bathtubs with depth
of 39 – 66 cm (dimensions inside)

Vinyls: like Art. no. 4812
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Bathtub stand

This bathtub stand allows your offspring to bath where they like: during the 

summer outdoors in the open on the patio or balcony, in the kitchen or shower 

or right in the middle of the bath – indeed always at a height that is kind to 

your back, which can even be adjusted by 10 cm and the stand includes an 

integrated safety catch: there is even enough room for a hand towel.

Children’s bathtubs

Suitable for small bathtub imps – each tub of course has its own 

plughole to allow it to empty more easily. By the way both hold 

approx. 30-35 litres of water. Available in maritime blue or white.

Bathtub stand
Art. no. 4801
height adjustment of 86 - 96 cm
with towel holder, coated in white or blue, 
adjustable in widths, with safety catch
Colour: white

Childrens bathtub
Art. no. 5810

with water-stopper, 
34 litres

Colours: white, blue

Childrens bathtub
Art. no. 5815

with water-stopper, 31 litres
Colours: cream, blue

Bathtub stand
takes a leading rule

Bathtub attachments – always standing on steady feet

Chromed tubing forms a sold basis for stability - the bathtub attachments can of 

course be folded together. no. 4805 can also be height-adjusted and can even 

accommodate a basket for personal care items. 

Bathtub attachment
Art. no. 4808
for parents bathtubs 
with depth of 46 – 66 cm 
(dimensions inside) – 
chrome plated foldable 
tubular framework

Nursery tidy
Art. no. 5811

to store underneath 
4805, 4812, 4815

L 53 cm

Bathtub attachment
Art. no. 4805

height-adjustable 27,5, 32 or 36,5 cm
for parents bathtubs with depth

of 40 – 67 cm (dimensions inside), 
chrome plated foldable tubular 

framework with plug-in arrangement 
for nursery tidy 5811

Nappy changing pads
soft and comfortable

Nappy changing pad
Art. no. 5831

soft and cuddly with 
head protection

W 54 x L 73 cm
Vinyls: 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 97

(see on page 77)

Nappy changing pad
Art. no. 5835

soft and cuddly with 
head protection

W 85 x L 75 cm
Art. no. Vinyls: like Art. 5832 

Nappy Changer 
Art. no. 4814
fits childrens’ beds in every size
Vinyls:  10, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 97 (see on page 77)

Our nappy changing pads not only comfort your little one, but they come with a 

raisen edge, head protector and are - if the worst comes to the worst - rinseable. 

Which design best suits your and your tiny tot? 

Nappy Changer

With our product, any child’s bed can be made into a changing table: lay the 

diapering pad in the desired position on the bed and fasten it into place with 

the clamps – you’re done. Comfortable: The surface baby lies on and the three-

sided raised edge are upholstered in soft material. Fits all standard children’s 

beds.

Nappy changing pad
Art. no. 5832 

soft and cuddly with 
head protection

W 52 x L 75 cm
Vinyls: 01, 03, 07, 10, 31, 

32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 97
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Kalle & Co
playful children‘s furniture

It’s like a role play. When the little ones politely 

invite their guests to sit down, the grown-ups 

are hardly able to repress their smiles. The scene 

being played out is so similar to everyday family 

life. With a table, chair and bench made partly 

from solid beech, Kalle provides a good solid 

basis for endless entertaining activities. After all, 

a table not only serves as a dining table or a 

desk – it can be the focal point of group games 

or artistic ambitions, or the roof of a special 

secret hideaway...

Art. no. 2411SET
consisting of 2 x chair (seat height 32 

cm) and 1 x table (64 x 53 cm, height 
55 cm)

Colour: natural
Bench no longer available!

Bambino
cheerful and colourful

Children are engulfed by their own play worlds, 

which are tailored exactly to their sizes and 

requirements. Thus they play “grown-ups“ in 

miniature and for once can at last feel at home 

on the proper scale. And since playmates are 

also cordially welcome, children’s furniture 

needs to be really robust – in order to survive a 

wonderful childhood and be able to perform 

well during constant use .

Box
Art. no. 2525
B 64 x H 38 x 
T 38 cm
Colour: colorful

Table
Art. no. 2620
76 x 52 cm, Height 55 cm
Colours: colorful, white

Chair
Art. no. 2420
Seat height 32 cm
Colours: 
natural/blue, 
natural/yellow,
white

Chest Bank
Art. no. 2520
with Lid brake
60 x 36 cm, Seat height 32 cm
Colours: colorful, white

Bambino Set
Art. no. SET20
consisting of 2 x 2420, 
1 x 2520, 1 x 2620
Colours: colorful, white
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Pepino
 colourful playland

No child‘s bedroom should be without brightly-

coloured Pepino! The clarity of design and 

combination of bright colours and natural 

wood are both traditional and modern. 

Whether princess, dream dancer or budding 

climber, thanks to the high quality and its 

uncompromising safety, Pepino never falters 

- even if your child‘s play becomes a little too 

enthusiastic! 

All corners are rounded for added safety. Pepino 

is a seating group that offers little ones all sorts 

of possibilities and is always up for adventure – 

making kites, listening to stories, sharing some 

snacks with a best friend. Practical: the roomy 

bench opens up, and there‘s plenty of extra 

space in the integrated storage box for toys and 

other treasures.

Desk
Art. no. 2650
80 x 52,5 cm, Height 55 cm
Colours: natural/colorful                         

Chair
Art. no. 2450
Seat height 32 cm
Colours: natural/colorful                         

Chest Bank
Art. no. 2550
with Lid brake
58 x 31 cm, Seat height 32 cm
Colours: natural/colorful                          

Pepino Set
Art. no. SET50
consisting of 2 x 2450
1 x 2650, 1 x 2550
Colours: natural/colorful                         

irresistibly 
 nostalgic

Your grandfather had a rocking horse, as did his father before him, no doubt. Some things have a fixed place in the 

realm of the nursery and have barely changed over the centuries.

Stern
Art. no. 2952
Swingly
with removable protective ring with 
tail and mane
Colours: funny, natural, mint, rosé, blue

Halla
Art. no. 2932
with removable protevtive ring 
with tail and mane
Colours: natural, mint, rosé, blue

Rocking animals
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Tricycle
for budding explorers

Our little ones‘ first attempts to explore the world 

independently must be safe and yet full of 

adventure. This classic tricycle with the large front 

wheel is particularly stable while offering plenty 

of unbridled riding fun. Made of red-painted 

and natural wood, even very small children will 

be able to develop their sense of balance and 

steering on it, while we can relax and watch 

them cycle off into a life of movement and 

adventure.

Art. no. 2964
Beech plywood, rubber wheels, 

seat height 39 cm
Colours: natural/red

MyRunner
a kiddie’s first wheels

High quality workmanship in solid beech wood 

makes MyRunner the ideal mode of transport 

to start a child‘s vehicle park. Whether in 

trendy green/grey, happy multi-colour or 

classic natural/red – these speedy balance 

bikes entertainingly promote your youngster’s 

motor abilities and put the biggest of smiles on 

the faces of even the smallest of kids! The solid 

rubber tyres on the resilient plastic wheels make 

next to no noise, meaning that your little one is 

also free to ride around indoors without causing 

the least disturbance.

Art. no. 2963
Solid beech wood, stain colored, 
plastic wheels, seat height 24 cm 
Colours: natural/red, grey/green
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2in1 Scooter
phenomenal

When very small children start to conquer our 

big world alone, the whole family embarks on 

a life of movement. It is overwhelming when 

a child takes its first independent steps – they 

are the important foundation for the child‘s 

development of balance, coordination and 

concentration.

Our new 2 in 1 scooter is a multifunctional 

scooter that easily converts to a walking bike, 

and supports the child‘s development perfectly 

over the years. It adapts individually to the child‘s 

growth and development stage and motor skills.

Art. no. 2973
rubber wheels,
seat height 
Walking bike: 28.5 cm
Colour: natural/red
natural/blue

There’s no better way to prepare for riding a bike - with just a little 

adjustment the functional 2in1 Bike can be transformed from a three-

wheeler into a two-wheeler in a jiffy! The bike helps train your child’s 

balance and motor abilities over a number of years and is also superb 

fun! An ergonomically shaped seat comfortably aids forward movement. 

Whether you opt for the 2-wheel or the sturdier 3-wheel version, the stable 

frame is made of solid birch multiplex wood and the seat height is freely 

adjustable between 29 and 41 cm. Consequently, the 2in1 Bike is the ideal 

companion for kids aged 18 months to 5 years. The ball-bearing mounted 

12-inch rubber wheels and a handlebar rotation liwith of 30 degrees 

provide additional sturdiness.

Art. no. 2970
Colour: natural

2in1 Bike
riding high
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Shirley
always there

Rocking away gently in the middle of events, 

Shirley will mellow any little rascal. Equipped 

with a 3-point harness, softly padded and 

multi-adjustable in height, the rocker allows 

the tot to take in everything going on around 

him//her safely and comfortably. The materi-

al insert can be easily removed via a zipper 

and is simple to clean. If required, the rocking 

function can be locked. Shirley is not only 

lightweight due to its aluminium frame, the 

snazzy navy stripe look in black or beige also 

makes it a real eye-catcher! And if Shirley is 

no longer needed, the rocker can be folded 

flat in an instant to save space when stored 

away.

Art. no. 4707
Aluminium frame with plastic fittings, 
3-stage adjustable inclination, foldable

Colours: 
beige/white striped -150
black/white striped-151
blue/stars -152

Rocco
Reassuringly safe 
       & safely reassuring

Art. no. 4705
Rockers made from beech, 
with carrying straps and 
5-point safety harness
Colours: 143, 146, 154

Rocco has been carefully thought out down to the very last detail of rocking your child in safety: the 5-point safety 

belt can be precisely adjusted to the size of your child, allowing freedom of movement without any chance of 

escape. Both the angle of tilt of the bed component as well as the back and foot settings can be individually 

adjusted according to daily need. Rocco may be used as a rocker or the rocking function can be locked, 

alternatively it can also be securely fixed to the Tamino high chair - with maximum security naturally also ensured 

at the touch of a button, without any need for tools.

High chair adapter Art. no. 4705 AD

+ =

Rocco & Tamino 
more information on page 31
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Fabrics

107 110105 131

132

146143

327

134 135

154

136

137

Vinyls

07 1003

32

9737

31

3534 36
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Geuther Kindermöbel
und -geräte GmbH & Co.KG
Gartenstraße 19
D-96268 Mitwitz
Fon: +49 (0) 9266 80-0
Fax: +49 (0) 9266 80-111
www.geuther.de
mail: info@geuther.de

www.facebook.com/Geuther4Children

www.twitter.com/Geuther_D

www.pinterest.com/geuther


